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Today's Ceremony 
Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates 
for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony - a culmination of the efforts of 
faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. 
While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the historical notes on 
West Virginia' oldc t university on the following pages. There also is a brief description 
and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the 
significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. 
The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for 
degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and 
administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree 
recipient , pccial guests of the President and the President of the University arc led 
to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, 
bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies 
the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. 
The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the 
procession begins, please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out 
of respect for the ceremony, please turn off all cellular phones and electronic devices 
before the procession. 
Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain scared 
come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photo 
when the graduates 
graphcr in place to 
the graduates cross 
in seated until the 
rake each graduate's picture. We also would like to ask that, after 
the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience rcma 
ceremony is over. 
When the President closes the ceremony following the confer ring of all degrees, 
the Alma Mater. 
until the platform 
the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of 
The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater 
party and faculty have recessed. 
Once again, welcome to the Commencement exercises of M· arshall University. 
ly of faculty, staff Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Fami 
and students. Marshall University Board of Governors 
James Bailes - Chairnrnn David Haden 
Gary White - Vice Chairman Wyarr Scaggs 
Christie Kinsey - Secretary Geof
f
rey Sheils 
Phyllis Arnold William Smith Sr. 
Shawn Ball Toney Stroud 
Tim 0agostine Cam Brammer - Faculty Representati ve 
James Farley Carol Hurula - Staff Representative 
Patrick Farrell Hunter Barclay - Student Representa tive 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Alfred Akinsere 
Prof. Jeffrey Archambault 
Prof. Richard Begley 
Prof. Tracy Christofero 
Prof. Loukia Dixon 
Prof. Janet Dooley 
Prof. Neil Evans 
Prof. Andrew Gooding 
Prof. Lisa Hearon 
Chief Marshal 
Profcs or Elizabeth Ree<l Smith Assistant Chief Marshals 
Professor Janet Oozier 
Professor Asad Salem Faculty Marshals 
Prof. T homas Hisiro 
Prof. Dan Holli 
Prof. T helma Isaacs 
Prof. Paula Lucas 
Prof. Margie Mcinerney 
Prof. Karen McNealy 
Prof. Mike Murphy 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Prof. Paige Muellerleile 
Prof. Boniface Noyongoyo 
Prof. Gretchen Pfost 
Prof. Sherri Stepp 
Prof. Barbara Tarter 
Prof. Nancy Tierney 
Prof. Paulus Wahjudi 
Prof. Susan Welch Chief Usher: Professor Tammy Minor Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Melissa Arkins 
Distinguished members of the Marshall University faculty serve as Commencement Ushers. Readers 
Professor Daniel Holbrook, Professor Robin McCutcheon, 
Professor Burnis Morris, and Professor Mary Elizabeth Reynolds 
Shelby Ard 
Hayleigh Barnhart 
Zackary Cleary 
Autumn Ellis 
Hunter Elli on 
Marice Kaiser 
Disclaimer: 
John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps 
Professor Wendell Dobbs, Leader 
Professor Hillary Herold, Assistant Leader 
Jacob Lambert 
Lily Lauffer 
Kelsey Larck 
Megan Lewis 
Mary Milam 
Taylor Morrison 
Barbara Schoener 
Edward Shaffer 
Chelsea Smith 
Jonathan Sowards 
Bailey Wellman 
Madison Withrow The list of Ma)' dewee candidates in this program is cemarive based on the amiciJ)(lted successful complerion of courses undertaken d11ring the Spring Semester 2019. This document should nor be used as an of icial record for May candida1es. 
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The 182nd Commencement Program 
9:00 a.m. Ceremony Pres idem Jerome A. Gilbert, Presiding 
Music from the Era of Chief Justice John Mar hall 
John Marshall Fife and Orum Corps 
Professor Wendell Dobbs, Leader 
Professor Hillary Herold, Assistant Leader 
Processional - Ceremonial Marches 
National Anthem .......... . . ........................................................................................... Dominique Scars 
Music Education Major 
Moment of Reflection ............................................................................................... Jerome A. Gilbert 
President 
Opening Remarks ...................................................................................................... President Gilbert 
Greetings ................................................................................................................... Phyllis A. Arnold 
Board of Governors 
Philippe T. George! 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Lori A. Howard 
Chair, Graduate Council 
Hunter Barclay 
Student Body President 
Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................................... President Gilbert 
Commencement Address ......................................................................................... Susan H. Lavenski 
Chief Executive Officer and Owner, Charles Ryan Associates, Inc. 
Conferring of the Honorary Degree 
Candidate presented by ................................................................................................ Jaime R. Taylor 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Candidate hooded by ................................................................................................. President Gilbert 
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Oshel B. Craigo - Doctor of Humane Letters 
Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ................................................ Provost Taylor Recognition of Honors College Graduates ............................................................. Nicki J. LoCascio Honors College Dean Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates Doctor of Education Degree Candidates presented by Dean Teresa R. Eagle Doctor of Management Practice Nurse Anesthesia presented by Dean David J. Pittenger Conferring of Doctoral Degrees Presentation of Doctoral Diplomas and Investiture of Academic Hoods Recognition of Bachelor's and Master's Degree Candidates College of Education and Profcs ional Development by Dean Teresa R. Eagle Lewis College of Bu ines presented by Dean Avinandan Mukherjee College of Information Technology and Engineering by Dean Wael Zatar College of Science by Dean Charles C. omcrville Graduate College by Dean David J. Pittenger Presentation of Bachelor's Degree Candidates College of Information Technology and Engineering by Dean Wael Zatar College of Science by Dean Charles C. omerville Lewis College of Business presented by Dean Avinandan Mukherjee College of Education and Professional Development by Dean Teresa R. Eagle Conferring of Bachelor's Degrees ............................................................................. President Gilbert Moving of the Tassel Degree Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates Graduate College by Dean David J. Pittenger Conferring of Master's Degrees ................................................................................ President Gilbert Alumni Association Greetings ................................................................................ Max 0. Lederer, Jr. President, Marshall University Alumni A ociation Board of Directors Closing ......................................................................................................................... Presidenr Gilbert Alma Mater ............................................................................................................................. Ms. Sears Recessional .................................................................................................. Platform Party and Faculty The grnduates and audience are requested to be seared following che singing of the Alma Mater and w remain seated until the 1>larfom1 /Jarry and faculty have recessed. 
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The 182nd Commencement Program 
2:00 p.m. Ceremony President]erome A. Gilbert, Presiding Music from the Era of Chief Justice John MarshallJohn Marshall Fife and Orum Corps Professor Wendell Dobbs, Leader Professor Hillary Herold, Assistant Leader Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem .......... . . ........................................................................................... Dominique Sears Music Education Major Moment of Reflection ............................................................................................... Jerome A. Gilbert President Opening Remarks ...................................................................................................... President Gilbert Greetings ................................................................................................................... Phyllis A. Arnold Board of Governors Philippe T. Georgcl Chair, Faculty Senate Lori A. Howard Chair, Graduate Council Hunter Barclay Student Body President Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................................... President Gilbert Commencement Address ......................................................................................... Susan H. Lavenski Chief Executive Officer and Owner, Charles Ryan Associates, Inc. Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ............................................... Jaime R. Taylor Provost and Senior Vice President Recognition of Honors College Graduates ............................................................. Nicki J. LoCascio Honors College Dean 
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Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates 
Doctor of Physical Therapy presented by D. Scott Davis, Chair 
Conferring of Doctoral Degrees 
Presentation of Doctoral Diplomas and Investiture of Academic Hoods 
Recognition of Associate, Bachelor's and Master's Degree Candidates 
College of Arcs and Media by Dean David Castleberry 
College of Liberal Arts by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter 
Regents Bachelor of Arts by Associate Vice President for Outreach and 
Continuing Studies, David J. Pittenger 
College of Health Professions by Dean Michael W. Prewitt 
Graduate College by Dean David J. Pittenger 
Presentation of Associate and Bachelor's Degree Candidates 
Regents Bachelor of Arts by Associate Vice President for Outreach and 
Continuing Studies, David J. Pittenger 
College of Health Professions by Dean Michael W. Prewitt 
College of Liberal Arts by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter 
College of Arts and Media by Dean David Castleberry 
Conferring of Associate and Bachelor' Degrees ...................................................... Pre ident Gilberr 
Moving of the Tassel 
Degree Presentation of Master's Degree 
Graduate College by Dean David J. Pittenger 
Conferring of Master's Degrees ................................................................................ President Gilbert 
Alumni Association Greetings ................................................................................ Max D. Lederer, Jr. 
President, Marshall University Alumni Association Board of Director~ 
Closing ......................................................................................................................... President Gilbert 
Alma Mater ............................................................................................................................. Ms. Scars 
Recessional .................................................................................................. Platform Party and Faculty The [,JTculuates and audience are requested to be seated fallowing the siniing of the Alma Mater and to remain seated umil che /Jlatfonn /)arty and faculty have recessed. 
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8 Commencement Speaker Susan Hellems Lavenski, a native of Lewisburg who graduated with a bachelor's degree in journalism and again with a master's in political science, is chief executive officer and owner of Charles Ryan Associates (CRA), the state's largest and oldest communications firm headquartered in West Virginia. The company also has offices in Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania. A leader in issues management and strategic communications, Lavenski credits Marshall University's W. Page Pitt School of Journalism & Mass Communications with providing her important tools for a successful career in the demanding world of public relations and advertising. Her work has produced results that garnered state, regional and national coverage for her clients who represent the transportation, utility, energy, political and health care sectors. Beginning her career in the non-profit world, Lavenski later spent a few years with a small agency in Clarksburg, before moving to Charles Ryan Associates in 1998. She has been with the firm since, advancing from enior account executive to vice president and then to CEO. Lavenski was inducted into Marshall's school of journalism's hall of fame in 2017 and the same year was recognized as a "Who's Who in West Virginia Business" by The State Journal. She was also named a recipient of the WV Executive 2018 Sharp Shooters Award. Lavenski serves as a hoard member for numerous organizations and is active across the state in a variety of professional activities. 
The President's Medallion and Grand Mace Marsh:.ill University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The Academy wa� named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Courr, who died on July 6, 1835. The Mar�hall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our name,ake, who has heen described by modern-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member of the Marshall Uni\'ersity faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall was a man for the ages in an era th::ir brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting Thomas B.-1bington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of imporrnnce commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion and the Grand Mctee of the University. The Pre ident's Medallion is the badge of office for the presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which fe<1tures the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal University ceremonies. 
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The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. The heecl1 tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus hxture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 yem� old and had initiab and marks carved by hundreds of former Mar,hall students. The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one sic.le, the Seal of Marshall University, and, on rhe other side, the Great Seal of the Srnte of West Virginia. These features are surrounded by heecl1 leaves and the entire casting is crested hy a torch, sy mbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the rnp casting is a four-sided section with carved ymhols significant rn the history of the University - the rower:, of Old Main, the Memorial Founrain, the seal of Mar,hall College, :md an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and le;:ives. The center portion of the m;:ice is carved in double-wrap ribhon, one-h;:ilf inch wide. Between the gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected by a gold-plated bron:e casting of heech leaf clusters. The entire mace weigh, about 25 pounds and is 66 inches from the mp of the torch ro the hase. Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johmon, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as 1wll as an arc teacher in the public schools. 
---------------------------------------- -- -
Faculty with 25 or more years 
of service as of May 2019 
Name College 
Matrhew Carlton College of Science 
Ralph Oberly College of Science 
Da\'id Cusick College of Science 
James Joy College of Science 
Ronald Childress College of Education an<l Profe,sional Developmenr 
Dennis Emmett Lewis College of Business 
Ben Miller College of Arts and Media 
Janet Dooley College of Arts ,m<l Me<li:-i 
Ronald Manino College of Science 
Philip Carter College of I lea Ith Professions 
Gary Rankin School of Medicine 
Karen Mitchell College of Science 
John Vielkind College of Liberal Arts 
Diana Srotr, College of Health Professions 
Margaret Brown College of Science 
Nicholas Freidin College of Liberal Ans 
James Riemer College of Liberal Arts 
Jo Dee Gottlieb College of Health Professions 
William McCumhee School of Medicine 
Jamil M. Chaudri College of Information Technology and Engineering 
William Palmer College of Liberal Arts 
Patricia Kelly School of Medicine 
Shirley Neitch School of Medicine 
Linda Sarnry School of Medicine 
Camilla Brnmmer College of Liberal Arts 
Charles Bailey College of Am and Media 
Denise Landry College of Health Professions 
Ron Titus University Librarie, 
Marjorie Mcinerney Lewi, College of Busine�, 
eil Arne�on College of Education and Professional Development 
Laura Adkins College of Science 
John Drosr College of Science 
Monica Valenrovic School of Medicine 
Dalla, Brozik Lewis College of Business 
Marie Veitia School of Medicine 
Evelyn Pupplo-Cody College of Science 
Michael Castelhmi College of Science 
Robert Behrman College of Liheral Ans 
Mike Murphy College of Arcs an<l Media 
Gwenyth Hood College of Liheral Arrs 
Sasha Zill School of Medicine 
Nosratollah Chahryar-Namini College of Science 
Lawrence, chmitz College of Science 
David Hr1rfield College of Liheral Arts 
Elizaheth Smith College of Arts and Media 
Majed Khader University Lihraries 
Jagannath Valluri College of Science 
Richard Regley College of Information Technology and Engineering 
Da\·id Mallory College of Science 
Rahah Boukhemis School of Medicine 
W. Edwin Bingham College of Arts and Media 
MU Years 
51 
49 
48 
47 
44 
43 
42 
40 
40 
40 
40 
39 
38 
38 
37 
36 
36 
36 
36 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
34 
34 
34 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
32 
32 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
29 
11 
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Faculty with 25 or more years 
of service as of May 2019 
Name 
Robert Rubemtein 
Dae ung Ha 
Jeremy Barris 
Ariyadasa Aluthge 
Robin Walton 
Thomas Linz 
Michele Schiavone 
David Castleberry 
Joseph Evans 
James Lewis 
Kathleen O'Hanlon 
Stephen Petrany 
Domild Primerano 
Joseph Werrhammer 
Frederick Mader 
Michael Norton 
Gir1nc1y Berhie 
Deanna Mader 
Dennis Anderson 
Alan Horwitz 
Kevin Yingling 
Marianna Linz 
Pamela Mulder 
Todd Green 
Elsa Mangiarua 
Chrisropher LeGrow 
Ricky Weible 
Suzanne Strait-Holman 
John Van Kirk 
Paula Lucas 
Stephen Tipler 
David Denning 
Ralph Webh 
Anthony Szwilski 
Lynne Edington 
Barbara icholson 
Thomas Wibon 
Charles Braun 
Silvestre Cansion 
Beverly Delidow 
Lynne Goebel 
Lawrence Grover 
Mark Studeny 
W. Mitchel Shaver
College 
College of Education and Professional Development 
Lewis College of Business 
College of Liberal Arts 
College of 'cience 
College of Health Professions 
College of Libernl Ans 
College of Liberal Arrs 
College of Arts and Media 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
Lewis College of Business 
College of Science 
College of Health Professions 
Lewis College of Business 
College of Education and Professional Developmenr 
College of Science 
School of Medicine 
College of Liberal Arcs 
College of Liberal Arts 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
College of Liheral Arrs 
Lell'is College of Business 
College of Science 
College of Liberal Art� 
College of Education and Professional De,·elopmenr 
University Librarie, 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
College of Information Technology and Engineering 
University Lihraries 
College of Education and Professional De\'elopmenr 
College of Science 
Lewis College of Rusines� 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
School of Medicine 
MU Years 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty 2018-2019 
Henry Driscoll Professor 
Yornm El itsur Professor 
Stephen Feaster 
lralane Pippa Lamhro� 
Fred MaJer 
Paige Muellerleile 
Karen Mc ealy 
Ben Miller 
Shirley Neitch 
Bruce Ratcliff 
Terry Shank 
Michele Schia,·om' 
Terry ShepherJ 
John Van Kirk 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Profe �or 
Professor 
Professor 
A,sociare Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
In trucror 
Associate Professor 
Professor 
Professor Distinguished Service Award 2018/19 
EIJon Lm,en Professor 
Internal Medicine 
Pediatric, 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Pcdiarrics 
Management 
Psychology 
Communication Disorder, 
Music 
Internal Medicine 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Natural Resources 
English 
Kinesiology 
English 
Weisberg Division of Engineering Charle E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2018/19 Recipient 
April Fugett-Fuller Professor Psychology Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award 2018/19 
Laura Michele Diener Associate Profes,or History Pickens-Queen Teacher Award 2018/19 
Tijah Bumgarner Assistanr Professor 
Sarah Clem ins Assistant Professor 
School of Journalism & Mass Communications 
Communicmion DisorJen, 
Joel Peckham Assistant Professor English Council of Chairs Award for Excellence in Teaching 2018/19 Recipient 
Sabrina Jones lnsrructor English Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2018/19 Recipients 
Senior Recipient for the Arts, Social Sciences, Humanities, Education & Business 
Slav Gratchev Associate Professor Modern Language, 
Senior Recipient for Sciences & Technology 
Thomas Wilson Professor 
Tl'am AwarJ 
Brian Hoey 
Luke Eric Lassiter 
Junior Recipient 
Habiba Chirchir 
Professor 
Professor 
Assistant Profe ·sor 
Physics 
Sociology & Anthropology 
Graduate Humaniries Program 
Biological Sciences 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty 
Hendrick Faculty Teaching Fellow Award 2019/20 Tina C;.irrwright Profes�or Curriculum, lnstrucrion, & Foundations 
Hendrick Program Grant for Teaching Innovation Awards 2019/20 Tracy Christofero Professor Applied Science & Technology Lori Howard Associate Profes�nr Special Education Ralph McKinney Assistant Professor Management, Markering, & MIS Brian Morgan Professor Computer & Information Technology 
John & Frances Rucker Outstanding Graduate Advisor of the Year Award 2018/19 April Fugett-Fuller Professor Psychology Bohhi icholson Professor Lcader�hip Studies 
Sarah Denman Faces of Appalachia Award 2018/19 Tijah Bumgarner Assistanr Professor School of Journalism & Mass Communications 
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Academic Heraldry The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement anJ at other formal University ocGJsions trace their origins to those worn by faculty anJ stuJent� at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th cenrury. Srnndards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifics design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medie\'al times the costume worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modern academic costume consisb of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wiJe yoke with shirring in front and hack and hy open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown i� similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may he worn either open or closcJ. The doctoral gown i, full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has veh-et chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may Jenote the wearer's uni,·ersity. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occ;i~ions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of Jiscipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tasseb are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn hy many who hold the doctorate. While the gmrn and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earneJ and it is lined in tll'0 colors of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying acaJemic di ciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... Whire Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Educmion ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arcs and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... Maroon Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Physical Educ;.irion ............................... Sage Green Physical Therapy .............................................. Teal Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Ye !loll' Social Science .............................................. Cream Social Work ................................................. Citron Library Science ............................................ Lemon Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Medicine ....................................................... Green Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Music ................................................................ Pink Ar Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indirnres the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. 
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Profile of Marshall University 
The early history of Marshall Universiry is filled 
with colorful event� and people. 
To put things in chronologicctl perspective, 
the academic saga rnrted in 183 7 when the good 
cirizens of Guyandotte and rhe farming counrry to 
the wesr - now rhe city of Huntington - decided 
they needed an annual school ro provide for the 
education of their youngsrer·. 
Tradition records they met ar rhe home of John 
Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and 
named the new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. 
They decided ro locate their new school on a knoll 
known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log huilding 
called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also 
had served for some time as a subscription school 
for the area. 
Ir w;isn't unril March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia pa�sed an act formally 
incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing 
Laidley and eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased 
from James and Lucy Holderhy the one and one-fourth 
acre lor conraining their log "academy." TI1e price: 
$40. That land b now rhe site of Old Main. 
TI1e trustees proceeded to build a new rwo-srory, 
brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing 
four moms. It \\'a, completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term wa, conducted in 
1838-39. In 1850, the academy and irs financial 
obligarion were accepted hy the Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, 
Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
Due ro financial problems the pruperry was sold at 
puhl ic auction in 1861. 
Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building 
for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was ;1 
Confederate sympathi:er and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the nexr few years, Hite 
and his family lived in the college huilding. 
During at least part of the war, a small school. 
probably a subscription school, was maintained ar 
the college - fulfilling a provision in rhe original 
deed from James Holderby which specified it was to 
be u�ed " ... for the express purpose of an Academy 
(sic) and for no other use." The b11ilding also wa� 
used as a hospital during part of the conflict. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia 
had recognized the need for an institution to train 
te;ichers to serve the srnte's public schools. 
On Feb. 27, 1867, the Legislature vored approval 
of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be 
located at Marshall College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters 
of Cabell County apprO\·ed a property tax levy 
amounting to 5,000. The state also rippropriated 
funds and on Aug. I ,  186 7, the schoul's regents 
purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason 
for $3,600. 
The first session of Marshall College cts a state 
normal school began June 15, 1868. 
In 1905, construction was started on the final 
section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" 
segment facing the main entrance to rhe campu, 
on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, 
Old Main consisted of five sections. 
Athletics got their srarr at Marshall with 
the first football team heing fielded in 1898. The 
Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue 
and Black, bur the now-familiar Green and White 
colors had been adopted hy I 904. 
In 1907, Marshall wa� still stricrly a secondary 
school. By 1912, the regents had added two years 
of study to the school's program, equivalent to 
the freshman and sorhomore years in college. 
In 1914, President Corbly recommended that 
" .. . Marshall College should he made a 'college' in 
f;ict as well as in official name -a degree-conferring 
institution." 
The year, ahead saw steady academic and 
physical expansion and Mar,hall became a 
uni\·ersity in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment of 
about 13,300, a full-time instruction;il faculty of 
816 and 230 part-rime insrructnrs. 
The small ac;idemy has become a major 
university, functioning through the following 12 
academic units: the Graduate College; the College 
of Information Technology and Engineering; the 
College of Business; the College of Education and 
Professional DeYelopment; the College of Arts and 
Media; the College of Liberal Ans; the College of 
Science; the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine; the 
Uni\-ersity College; the College of Health Professions, 
rhe Honor, College and the School of Pharmacy. 
Mrirshall has two major campuses - a main 
campm in Huntington and the Marshall Universitv 
Graduate College one in South Charleston .:_ 
along with severnl le;iming centers including the 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine; the Marshall 
Medical Center; the Learning Resource Cenrer 
in Gilbert; the Teay� Valley Regional Center in 
Putnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center in 
Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Cenrer in 
Logan; the Rohen C. Byrd ln�titute for Adv.meed 
Flexible M,mufacturing, and the Puhlic Higher 
Education Center in Beckley. 
Marshall continues to grow academically, 
adding a Doctor of Physical Therapy prngram and a 
School of Pharmacy in 2012. The im1ugurnl physirnl 
therapy cl..-is, graduated in 2015 with 27 students. 
The School of Pharmacy's first class graduated in 
2016. 
Class of 2019 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates Summa Cum Laude 
Green & White Cord & White Tassel 
These �ruJents ha\·e am1ined an overall academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. 
Eli:abeth Kathleen A<lams 
Taylor Grace A<lkins 
Courtney Lynn An<lrews 
Cynthia Dawn Baker 
William Hunter Barclay 
Heather Renee Barker 
Travis Barker 
Jacob E. Bennen 
Haley Morgan Blake 
Sa\·,mnah Grace Brewer 
Glenna Joann Brown 
Taylor Marie Burke 
Madisen Renae Burns 
Sara Elizaherh Campbell 
Zachery Dillon Carden 
Cassi<1 lvorie Chapman 
Jillian Kaye Clemens 
Kayla Marie Combs 
Kaylee Morgan Cros, 
Deena A. Dahshan 
William Walker Dent 
Karee Jo Diem 
Mallory Danielle Dreger 
Brandon Michael Duke 
Martha J. Ellis 
Victoria Lynn Endres 
Kaitlin licole Francis 
Megan Lorena Haffner 
Serena Noelle Holcomb 
Jame� Jm,eph Horan 
Chase Gannon Jarrell 
Timothy Andrew Johnson 
Murgan Lee Karnell 
Cammi Leigh Kerby Magna Cum Laude 
Gold Cord and Gold Tassel 
Caroline Nancy Kimbro 
Cierra Lynn King 
Jor<lan Sue Lallemont 
Alaina Clair Leadman 
Alexis Paige Lester 
Mya Emily Linden 
Tobin Isaac Little 
Lindsey Danielle Lough 
Thomas Wade Martin 
Levi Austin Master� 
Austin S. May 
Kristin icole Maynard 
Grant Morgan McIntyre 
Airiana Chantelle Mickey 
Marissa Kai Miluk 
Tyler Anthony Moles 
Hunter Logan Monroe 
Madison Michaine Morris 
Bradley Carter Muncy 
Torie Leigh Myers 
Kayleigh Jo Nerhood 
Ian Thomas Perry 
Nicole Leann Perry 
Laura Ann Petty 
Frederick Dwayne Pierson 
Chase Nelson Preston 
Hannah Jo Pytlak 
Chloe Dawn Raim 
Valerie Lynn Randolph 
Jordan Elaine Ratcliffe 
Hannah Ashley Ray 
Julia Lynn Reis 
John Benjamin Rigney 
Aaron Seth Roberrs 
Rikki Halynn Renee Rodgers 
Megan Nicole Ronk 
Jo�hua Charles Ross 
Stuart Knox Bergaren Roush 
Ahigail Irene Saxton 
Jason Alexander Scott 
H,innnh Elirnbeth Searls 
Dana Lahr Sharma 
Patrick Samuel Shinn 
Abigail Rae Short 
Jacquelyn Danielle Sizemore 
Julie Aryn Smith 
Colten Ray Spencer 
Knili Morgan Stanley 
Jacqueline Ann Stevens 
Steven Cody Straley 
Hanna Mitchell Taylor 
Mary Catherine Tennant 
Rachel Kntherine Theiss 
Bonnie Lynn Thom,is 
Matthew David Thomrson 
Samuel Patrick Timmom 
Shelby Lynn Varner 
Jack Henry Victory 
Jovana Vuceric 
Caroline Elizabeth Wanner 
Haylee Bree Wilhere 
Brittany Marie Wilkerson 
Jeffery Gurdon Williams 
Amy Lynn Willis 
Lilyan Taylor Wright 
Abigail Brnoke Yazvac 
Jessica Beth Yurkovich 
Jenna Joan Zu:olo 
These students have mrained an 0\-erall academic average of 3.60 to 3.84. 
Reym1 Zofia Abreu-Vigil 
Sara Afton Renee Aleshire 
Anthony Charle� Alexc1nder 
Betsy Louise Allen 
Chelsea A. Allman 
H,mnah Danielle Bailey 
Makayla Kendra Bailey 
Halie Ann Baker 
Mary Anna Ball 
Mckenzie Taylor Ball 
Derek Nathaniel Battise 
Emily Marie Beatty 
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18 Danite Belay Allyson Nichole Bills Cayla Ryann Black AlexanJer Franklin Bock Karli Ann Boobt.'r Brianna Lynn Bowman Oli,·er Lee Bradley, Jr. Sarah Elizabeth Bryan Allyson Paige Campton Logan Mcken:ie Canterbury Aaron Matthew Chapman Kailee Nicole Christian Nathan Alyn Coleman Sarah Beth Conley Kaitlan Sierra Conn Adriana Elise Cook Allison Bri;rnne Cook Caleh I larrison Crawford James Clayton Curry Amy Nicole Daniels Kaida Kiana Davis Kayl.:i Mae Davis Madison Paige Davis Denise C,1rherine Dawley Ally,on Marie DeHart BranJon Shane Dempsey Brandi icole Dunfee K,itherine Lynn Duty Hannah Paige Eidt Tabitha Fay Farley Shannon Morgan Faulkner N,1Shayl,1 Dante Fauver Erin Renay Fields Samantha Ann Foresha Ylva Marta Anita ForslunJ John Christopher Fowler Daniel Wayne Freeman Stephen Austin Gaal Lauren Elizabeth George Allison Paige Gergely Sana Faisal Ghori Bruce Johnathon Gibson Madeline Zenia Gilson Jonathan Evan Goff Cody Dalton Goins Kamaryn Mackenzie Gose Kara MeKensi Gray Michael Phillip Green Bryan Austin Groves Courtney Taylor H;:inker Jessica Paige Harmon Marquis Jonathon Harris Joshua Patrick Hasting;, Maranda Dawn HeatherJale Elisabeth Ann Hendrick Joseph Nathan Heskett Kelsey Brenna Hofe Kole Foster Hopwood Meredith Morgan Howell Whitney Brooke Humphreys Kieran Patrick lntemann Justine Nicola Jagga Mary Elizabeth Jarvis Lauren Michelle Johnson Kimberly Beth Kidd Jacob Randal Kilgore Emily Su:anne La,·erty Jayne Frances Lawman icholas Jackson Lawson Megan Rene Lewb Alexia Dawn Lilly Ann M. Lockard Samantha Brooke Loose Tyler Christian Lucas Joshu<l Lee Lykins Jenna Elizabeth Marsh Rachel Diana May Elizabeth K;:ithleen Dorothy Mayes Megan McCray Janzen Pmrick McKinney Jordan Matthew McMa,ter Isabella Marie McMillion Alexis Rae Meadows Jason Daniel Means Joshua Michalski Hannah Beth Milam Katelyn Elizabeth Miller Nicholas David Miller Randall Lee Mill er Savannah Aileen Miller Alicen Breonna Mounts Dustin Cole Muncy Julianna Summer Music Connor McKenzie Nelson D;:ivid Alexander O'Le;:iry Bri;:inna Michele O,·alle LeAnna Danielle Owens Kirn Michele Owsley Jo,hua Edward-Clark Panter Lincoln Fi,her Patton Rrimmy Jushmvna Pauley Eleanor Jeanette Paybins Kelsey Danielle Peters Mary Louise Piaskowski Megan Anne Posey Katelyn Leigh Pullin Jacoh Matthew Redman Angela Dora Relihan Talia E. Rhyne Rachel Eli:abeth Riddle Christin;:i Nichole S;:ige Rizzie Morgan Alexander Robateau Haylea Dawn Roberson Au,tin Carl Roop Brooke Alicia Rumbaugh Jonathan Adam Russell Omar Asad Salem Keyron Nichole Sampson Kevin Michael Sansom Alicia Bethany Don Shaffer Joshua Matthew Shapiro Skyelar Alice Sheets Daniel Richard Shorter Elizabeth Marie Six ElizabethAnn Wilcox Slade Abigail Lauren Slone Emily Kristine Smith James Caldwell Smith Megan E. Snider Raeanne Elizabeth Sovine Tyler Shawn Sowarcls Colby David Spear, Andrew Leeland Scamper Alec Malcolm Steiding Adam David Stephens Alexis Victoria Stewart Taylor Madison Stewart Emily Katherine, ruck Dakota Lee Studer Christian Isaiah T homas Marisa Lea T homp,on Abigail Paige Tolherr Allison 0;:iwn Toler Gunnar Slmn Tra,·is S<intnnah Renee Tucker Jakia C. Tyree Sadie Mariah Ulmen Rachel Marie Venturino Tyler David Vernick El in,i Sofi;i Petersdotter Vrijenhoek Sara Lanca Walker Casey Archer Watson Ashtyn Makenna Wedge Jc,sica Danielle Wellman Oli"i;:i Lynn Withrow Ra\'en Ann Wirzigreuter Michelle Louise Woodstuff Anna Elizabeth Woomer Cameron He<ith Wooten Mary Grnce Workman Macken:ie Eli:aheth Wright Wen Xin Yemv Kelly Leigh Yost Michelle A. Young Derck Au ·tin Zelkowski Alexander Davin Zitek 
Cum Laude Red Cord and Red Tassel These �tudcnts ha\·e an overall academic average of 3.30 to 3.59. Brandon Michael Adams Rodney Dustin Adams Emily Nicole Adkins Hayley Ann Alford Sh::ifya" Mohammed S. Alghamdi Nathan Tyson Anderson Hunter James Argabrite Becky Lee Asbury Michael Scott Ashworth Bobbie Jo Bailey lmani Simone Beard Sawyer Lambert Beckett Kayla Ann Becnel Matthew Wilson Belcher Olivic1 Brooke Belcher Shelby Marie Bellomy Danielle Elizabeth Bledsoe Angela Louise Booth Br<1ndon Lee Bradley Anna Marie Branch Tyler Logan Brandstetter Christopher Ray Brent Cameron McCormick Brighr Sariah Lee Ann Brinker John Nicholas Brnwning Catherine Margaret Bryan Adam Blake C.1mphell Samantha Lynn Carter Collin Michael Castillo Emily Hannah Casro Tatiana Maria Castro Elizabeth Dee-Ann Chapman Michaela Nicole Chri�tman Stephanie Nicole Clevenger Kate Watkins Colclough Tiffany Elirnherh Coleman Jeffrey Alan Conaway Alexandria N icule Conley Shelby Paige Conley Hannah Grace Conrad Derrick Corm Katilyn Nicole Corriveau Albert Louis Cover Corey Benjamin Cox Jacob A. Crouch athan Scott Crouch Kerigan Michaela Crow Brittany Michclll' Cunningham Taylor Maril' Curry Avery Marie Daugherty Amber L\mil"lk Davidson Emilee Grace Dearing Megan Diane Dilorenzo Samantha Jo Duffey Cassidy Elise Duffy Kasey Lynn Endicott Ian Joseph English Mallory Nicole Estel Abigail Geneva Estrada Hailey Nicole Evans Nicholas Alexander Fannin Daniel M. Feck Grant Connor Ferguson Traci Ann Ferguson Kelli Marie Ferrell helby Grace Fields Jacob Neal Finton Jacob Alan Fleshman Logan John Foster Kel ey Marie Frame Kyle William Michael Frazier Thomas Harrison Frazier Cc1rlee Brooke Frye Shayna Nicole Garrett David James Gaydosz Johnna Ann Coots Christopher W. Gouldsberry Anthony William Greene Mackenzie Jordan Grobe Carrie Jane Gue Owen Christopher Guilliams Katelyn Elizabeth Hale Mykaela Allen Handschumacher Carli Jo Harlan John Richard Harper Kishauna Lashay Harper Tristan Seth Harris, I I I Kaylee Rae Hansfield Alexandra Danielle Hayslett Mary Katherine Hayslett Heidi Jo Heiniger Gregory Ray Herbert Alexis Paige Hicks Adam Christopher Hill Kasey Rayanne Hilpert Stephen Hersel Holley Michaela Leigh Howell Hailey Beth Hunter David Benjamin Hurlburt Brittany Lynn Jack Erin Annette Jacobs Jeffrey Bryton Jobe Adriane Leigh John on Cassie Carena Jordan Claire Elizabeth Joswick Paige McKenzie Justice Erin Paige Kaplan Colin Keith Kelly Sydney Elizabeth Kesling Julia Rose Kinder Rita Renae Kirk Kaylee Paige Kirkpmrick D'Andre Knight Alyssa Shae Koontz Nathan Joshua Korne Hayla Kraycm James Vincent Kuehn, llI Nicole Marie Lane Kelsey Regan Larck Madison Elizabeth Le�ridge Kassidy Matlin Lemons Jared Lee Lewis Shayne Wesley Lindsey Olivia Madison Logan Nathan Loomi Victoria Marie Lyons Ryann Elizabeth Mangus Alec Hunter Marshall Kylie Marshall Helen Elizabeth Masters Ethan Schuoler May Sarah Morgan May David Paul Maynard Austin Lee McBee Macie Elizabeth McCallister Breanna Nichole McCann Adrianna Danielle McCoy Mikaila Danielle McGinni, Cydney Marie McGrew Rachel Danielle McGuffey Kendra Morgan Mead John Cullen Mears Ashley Nicole Miller Mackenzie Ellen Mitchell Sarah Jeanette Moir Marie Elaine Molina Alex Richard Moore McKenzie Rae Morgan Noah Austin Morgan Briana Louise Murphy Patrick McNamara Murphy Lia Brooke apier Natasha Mischan apier 
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Amher Marie Neal 
Jes�ica L. Neal 
Macken:ie Rae ewell 
Meredith Morgan O'Bara 
Maria Paula Ovalle 
Marissa L. Owen� 
Chloe Alexis Papa 
Andrea Lea Papesh 
Michael Don Parker 
Heidi Jane Parlock 
Kay-cee Kierra Patterson 
Annabella Grace Pauley 
Mich,1el A. Payne 
Kelsea Renee Pinglcy 
Angela Fay Reagan 
Jennifer icole Reuther 
Kasey Ta her Rhodes 
Olivia May Richardson 
Natalie Hope Riley 
Brett Roar 
Ivy Jean Rosenberger 
Lena , aleem Salameh 
Michael Edward Salmons, II 
Madison Hailey Samis 
Kendal Eli:aheth Sayre 
Tyler Brnndon Sayre 
Nickolas Edward Schmidt 
Samantha Jo Schol ma 
Kali Madison Scott 
Sarah Dawn Settle 
Moses Raam Shafer 
Michelle Sheen 
Brody McPherson Shepherd 
Cameron Rohen Sherwood 
Kel ey Lynn Shiflet 
Emily Brooke Smith 
Julianna Elis,iheth Smith 
Marg<1ret Sydney Ann Smith 
Rach,iel Lynn Smith 
Thomas Gary Keith Smith 
Colton Andrew Snyder 
Madeline Rose Spangler 
Trenton Duane Spears 
Eliwheth Mills Spence 
Charles Samuel Stearns 
Precious Auhriana Stephens 
L1urn Elizabeth Stewart 
Maggie Rose Stovall 
Hayden Dec Sturgell 
Cassidy Ann Sullivan 
Hannah Kaylen Surface 
Emily Grace Sutherland 
Nicholas Tate 
Gregory Michael Thompson 
Kaitlin McKenzie Thompson 
Raekwon Antoine Timmons 
Lourdes Valdespino 
Alejandro Ignacio Valladares 
Erick,1 Paige Vance 
Tianna Rose Venable 
Claire Bay Wallace 
Braden Renee Ward 
Jonathan David Warner 
Smmmtha Erin Warner 
Seneca Jade Washhurn 
Lauren Elizabeth Washingron 
Hunter Alexander Waugaman 
Kendra Brooke Wehb 
Nathaniel Hawk Webh 
Lindsey Colleen Wellington 
Reynolds Luke Wells 
Autumn Eileen White 
Savannah Erin White 
Alexa Mackenzi Whitt 
Savannah Pat Wiley 
Sarah Alexandria Wilson 
Kayl,1 Renee Wisley 
Madison Olivia Withrow 
Kelsey Morgan Woodrum 
Matthew Thomas Woodrum 
Jasmine Racquel Wright 
Associate Degree Candidates With High Honors Royal Blue Cord and Royal Blue Tassel 
This student has attained an oven1ll academic ,ivcragc of 1.70 to 4.00. 
Hannah Gabrielle Krichbaum With Honors Royal Blue Cord and Royal Blue Tassel 
These students have mtained an overall ao1demic average of 3.30 rn 3.69. 
McKenzie Jo Akers 
Tarra Adrianna Barnett 
Madeline Mae Bell 
Michael Alexander Bradley 
Kyra Whitley Burges� 
Laiken Suzanne Call 
Megan Danielle Casto 
Dylan Mitcheal Conerly 
Donald Eugene Crouch, III 
Alexandra Hensley 
Jessica Maire Hogsett 
Shannon Nicole Manchester 
Hannah Brooke Meade 
Kyra Nichole Rirne 
Jennifer Abigail Ryan 
r 
The Honors College 
Candidares presented hy Nicki J. LoCa cio, De;:in 
University Honors 
Reyna Zon;:i Abreu-Vigil 
Eli:abeth Kathleen Adam. 
Sara Afton Renee Aleshire 
Anthony Ch;:irlcs Alexander 
::ithan Tyson Anderson 
Makayla Kendrn Bailey 
M;:iry Anna Ball 
Willi,1m Hunter Barch1y 
Heather Renee Barker 
Jacob E. Bennerr 
Glenna Joann Brown 
Taylor Marie Burke 
Cassia lvorie Ch;:ipman 
N,1than Alyn Colcm;:in 
Kaitlan Sierra Conn 
Jame, Clayron Curry 
Deena A. D,1hsh,m 
Amy icole Daniels 
Cassidy Elise Duffy 
K,1cherine Lynn Duey 
Martha J. Ell is 
Victoria Lynn Endres 
Michael Phillip Green 
Megan Lorena 1--faffner 
Heidi Jo Heiniger 
Yeager Scholars 
Eli:ahech K,1thleen Adams 
William Hunter Barclay 
J,1mes Clayton Curry 
Kieran Patrick lntemann 
Chase Gannon Jarrell 
Morgan Lee Kamel! 
Caroline Nancy Kimbro 
Nicole Marie Lane 
Tobin Isaac Little 
Jenna Elizabeth Marsh 
Kristin Nicole Maynard 
Rachel Danielle McGuffey 
Isabella Marie McMillion 
Julianna Summer Music 
Connor McKenzie Nelson 
Kayleigh Jo Ncrhood 
Laura Ann Petty 
Mary Louise Piaskow�ki 
arnlie Hope Riley 
Aaron Seth Roberts 
Rikki Haylnn Renee Rodgers 
Stuart Knox Bergaten Roush 
Brooke Alicia Rumbaugh 
Lena Saleem Salameh 
Omar Asad Salem 
Abigail Rae Short 
Jacquelyn Danielle Sizemore 
ElizabechAnn Wilcox Slade 
Victoria Lynn Endres 
Megan Lorena Haffner 
Caroline Nancy Kimbro 
Emily Brooke Smith 
Andrew Leeland Stamper 
Kaili Morgan Stanley 
Jacqueline Ann Stevens 
Taylor Madison Stewart 
Steven Cody Straley 
Hannah K,1ylcn Surface 
Emily Grace Sutherland 
Alej::indro Ignacio Valadare, 
Erika Paige V::ince 
Jack Henry Victory 
Jessica Danielle Wellman 
Amy Lynn Willis 
Raven Ann Witzigreuter 
Michelle Louise Woodsruff 
Mary Grace Workman 
Lily,m Taylor Wright 
Abigail Brooke Yazvac 
Derck Aw,tin Zelkowski 
Jenna Joan Zuzolo 
Kayleigh Jo Nerhood 
Aaron Seth Roberts 
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Military Commissions 
United States Army Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps Battalion 
The following individuab were commissioned as Second Lieutenanrs in the Un ired States Army at 
Marshall University on Mc1y 10, 2019. 
Brandon Lee Brndley, Field Artillery 
Heather Shy Anne Cr,n·en, Adjutant General Corps 
Jacoh Neal Finton, Cyber Corr� 
Kyle Willic1m Michael Fra:icr, Corps of Engineer� 
Kc1leb Scott Layne, Transportation Corp� 
Ethan Schuoler May, Ordnance Corps 
Mason Dakota Midkif
f
, Transportation Corps 
Alex Richard Moore, Ordnance Corps 
Zachary Alexander Northup, Signal Corps 
Nickolas Edward Schmidt, Transportation Corps 
Tyler David Vernick, Signal Corps 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Arts and Media Candid,1te, presented hy David Castleberry, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2019 
Bachelor of Arts Samuel AJkins Courtney Lynn Andrews Heather Renee Barker Danice Belay Joshua David Billups Austin Walter Creel Kayla Mac Davi, Erin Renay Field� Anthony William Greene Michael Vincenr Hoard 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Tatiana Mmia Castro Rohen W;1yne Colcm:m Kelsey Marie Frnrnc Kebey Brenna Hofe Jacob Matthew Hunt Hailey Beth Hunter Caitlynn Jewel Jones Kelsey Regan L�rck Kieran Patrick lntemann Alexander Kacinari Caroline Nancy Kimbro Megan Rene Lewis Alexia Dawn Lilly Briana Louise Murphy Aya Nakamoto Meredith Morgan O'Bara LeAnna Danielle Owens Rachel Elizabeth Riddle Shannon McKay Marshall Helen Elizabeth Master Eleanor Jeanette Paybins Brody Jacob Potter Kaden Michael Reynard Jonathon T. Shuff Raeanne Elizabeth ovine Madeline Ro e Spangler Kaitlyn Anna-Ezell Shouse Elizabeth Marie Six Adam David Stephens Emily Katherine Stuck Braden Renee Ward Quincy A. Wehb Mark Allen William. Madison Olivia Withrow Paix Wolfe Maggie Rose Stovall Cassidy Ann Sullivan Heather Rae Taylor Marisa Lea Thompson Lourdes Valdespino Ethan Richard Witt Kelsey Morgan Woodrum Abigail Brooke Ya:vac 
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Lewis College of Business Candidates presented hy Avinandan Mukherjee, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2019 
Bachelor of Business Administration Jordan Thomas Adam� Hunter Price Adkim Linds,iy Renee Adkin� Anrhony Charles Alexander Dmnontay R. Alexander Shafyaa Mohammed S. Alghamdi Samuel Ross Aliff Nathan Tyson Anderson Hunter James Argabrite Evan Bryce Ballard Clayton Scott Bares Smvyer Lambert Beckett Adam Richard Benson Ayano Betsui Charles Douglas Bettinger M;:ison Todd Blake Sharon Ashley Blofeld Alexander Franklin Bock Bryan Austin Bradford Tyler Logan Brandstetter Haley Dawn Bristow Adam Blake Campbell Matthew Mckay Chapa Aaron Matthew Chapman Tiffany Laurelle Cline Nathan Alyn Coleman Kayla Marie Combs Hannah Grace Conrad Blake Alan Cooper Albert Louis Cover Nathan Scott Crouch Micah Ramey Dalton athan Presron Daniels William Walker Dem Payton Madison Deynzer Emily Cl.tin: Doane Hayley Marie Drabish Hannah Paige Eidt Nichola. Alexander Fannin Micheal Andrew Farley Grant Connor Ferguson Jacob Alan Fleshman Wyatt Allen Ford John Christopher Fowler Kaitlin icolc Francis Emeli Yaner Fuentes Logan Daniel Fugate Stephrn Austin Gaal David Jc1mes Gaydos: Mikayla RaZhc1ne Green Morgan Elizabeth Griffith Kelli R. Halstead-Herr Brittney icole Han. haw Chelsea Harless Caitlyn Marie Harmon A lcxandra Dan icl le Hayslett Joseph Nathan Heskett Aili Corinne Hogue Kayla Brooke Hur. r Aidan Paul Jackson Mary Elizabeth Jan·b Taylor T. Jeffreys Brenna Morgan Johnson Joshuc1 Evgeniy Kennedy-Noce Morgan Renee Kinder Grace Gabriell,i Kisor James Vincenr Kuehn, III Nicholas Jackson Lawson Kasidi Ann Legg Mya Emily Linden Thomas Michael Logston Philip Christian Long Connor Matthew Loudin Joshua Lee Lykins Joey Jerome Maddox, II Thomas Wade M;:min Ethan Schuoler May Rachel Diana May Darrell Lee McBearh Luke Andrew McClure Cory Scott McComas Jayce Lee McD,iniel Natasha Kathleen McFarland Mikaila Danielle McGinnis Grant Morgan McIntyre Janzen Patrick McKinney Jordan Matthew McMaster John Cullen Mears Sidney Nichole Mendel Joshua Michalski Sc1rah Jeanette Moir Tyler Anthony Moles Christopher William Moody Alex Richc1rd Moore Raul Antonio Moreno Patrick McNamc1ra Murphy Jacoh Caeser Navicki Shatique Mazumbali Ogbby Michael Don Parker Dustin Reed Pcndleberry Zachary Kent Perry Mmrhew Vincent Peyton S;irah Arlene Popp Zachry David Postin Chloe Dawn Rains Hannah Nicole Rauhecker Haley Elizabeth Ray Brendan Edwc1rd Reardon John Benjamin Rigney Joshua Alan Roberts Benjamin Russell Roeder Julie Beatrice Rogers Austin Carl Roop Joshua Charles Ross Stuart Knox Bergaten Roush Bonnie Abigail Runyon Nickolas Edward Schmidt Samantha Jo Schol ma Kayla Breann , corr Troy David Scott Philip Demitrius Serevicz Joshua Marrhew Shapiro Cameron Rohen Sherwood Daniel Richard Shorter Maximilian Simpson Zachary Phillip Simpson Emily Kristine Smith James Caldwell Smith Julie Aryn Smith Caleb Andrew-Sanders Snider Christian Tate Spaulding Colten Ray Spencer Andrew Leeland Stamper Catherine Elizabeth Stephen:, Shayla Dawn Stephens 
Alexis Victoria St ewart 
Cayla Nicole Taylor 
Abigail Kristine Thomas 
Christian Isaiah Thomas 
Heather C. Thoma� 
Kaitlin McKenzie Thompson 
Timothy C olton Tomblin 
AlejanJro Ignacio Valladares 
Ericka Paige Vance 
Jovana Vucetic 
Nan Wang 
Zhengjie Wang 
Samantha Erin Warni:r 
athaniel Hawk Webh 
Brandon L. Well 
Reynolds Luke Welb 
Brittany Marie Wilkerson 
Micah Zachary Williams 
Bailey Marie Williamson 
Matthew Thomas Woodrum 
Alarick Tarazo Wright 
Alexander Davin Zitek 
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College of Education 
and Professional Development Candidates presented by Teresa R. Eagle, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2019 
Bachelor of Arts Mackenzie Jean Allen Kayla Ann Becnel Olivia Brooke Belcher Shelby Marie Bellomy Corey Ty Bender Allyson Nichole Bills Brianna Lynn Bowman Holly Nicole Bragg S..irah Elizabeth Bryan Sara Elizabeth Campbell Corey Benjamin Cox Kerigan Michaela Crow Megan Diane Dilorenzo S<1mantha Gayle Dudding Shelby Grace Fields Shayna Nicole Garrett Lauren Elizabeth George Bruce Johnathon Gibson Jonathan Evan Goff Carrie Jane Gue Kacie Jennifer Handley Jessica Paige Harmon Mary Katherine Hayslett David Benjamin Hurlburt Sarah Catherine Virginia Ivey Chase Gannon Jarrell Jef frey Bryton Jobe Lauren Michelle Johnson Tyler Robert Jones Whitney Brooke Justice Kaitlin Alexandra Keyser Kimberly Beth Kidd Julia Rose Kinder Kelsey Michelle Kirk Alys a Shae Koontz Lindsey Danielle Lough Ryann Elizaberh Mangus Miranda Nichole Martin Eli:abeth K.:ithleen Dorothy Mayes Airian.:i Chantelle Mickey Katelyn Eli:abeth Miller Randall Lee Miller Alicen Breonm1 Mounts Dustin Cole Muncy Torie Leigh Myers Samantha Dawn Nugen Megan Anne Posey Jessie MaKinna Prince Julia Lynn Reis Olivia May Richardson Morgan Alexander Rohateau Megan Nicole Ronk Kendal Elizabeth Sayre Dominique Marie Scars Rachel K;itherine T heiss Gunnar Sloan Tm vis Sadie Mariah Ulmen Joshua Caleb Vance Shelhy Lynn Varner Seneca Jade Washburn Kaylee Jo Weaver Kelsey Rae Corrine Williams Cameron Heath Wooten -
-College of Health Professions CandiJate. presented by Michael W. Prewitt, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2019 
Bachelor of Arts Nigale Zane Cabell Daniel M. Feck Thomas Harrison Frazier Jacob Tyler Frye David Alexander O'Leary La Kiah Renee Smith LinJsey Colleen Wellington 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing Hayley Ann Alford Jonathan Edward Armstead A lex is C. B;irnhart icholas Kerr Boone Angela Louise Booth Elize Marlene Breda Meliss;i Marie Brown Logan Mcken:ie Canterbury Kendall Madison Caudill Elizaheth Colby Eric Lee Cole Keri Nicole Collins Sc1rah Beth Conley Amy Nicole Daniels A,·ery Marie Daugherty Amher Danielle Davidson Emily Tiylor Dorsey Mallory Danielle Dreger Cassidy Elise Duffy Linds;1y Paige EldriJge Kasey Lynn Endicott Kelli Marie Ferrell Carlee Brooke Frye Broob Grah;im Gillispie Caitlin Renee Gilmore MaJeline Zenia Gilson Hannah Theres,1 Gonkl Kara MeKensi Gray Katelyn Eli:abeth Hale Megan Diane Hanlon Carli Jo Harlan Kaylee Rae Hartsfield Alexis Paige Hicks Kasey Rayanne 1-1 ilperr Whitney Brooke Humphreys Adriane Leigh Johmon Shannon Tori Johmon Cassie Corena Jord;in Erin Paige Kaplan Chad Robert Kirwan Megan Kaye Lancaster Madison Elizabeth LefrriJge Amanda Bliss Leonard Nathan Loomis Alexis Morgan Lucas Sarah Morgan May Austin Lee McBee Macie Elizabeth McCallister Shelby Marie McCracken Jamie Danielle Meade Savannah Aileen Miller Madison Michaine Morris John Wesley Nagy Lia Brooke Napier Jessica L. Neal Mackenzie Rae Newell Madison Brooke Owens Heidi Jane Parlock Madison Paige Parsons Josh Morgan Price Kara Marie Richards Natalie Hope Riley Haylea Dawn Roberson Mai Kia Sack Sarah Dawn Serrle Bailey Joe Shingleton McKayla Joe Sizemore Hunter Dale Skeens Abigail Lauren , lone Rachael Lynn Smith Colby David Spears Elizabeth Mills Spence Carley Nichole Sr Clair Kaili Morgan Stanley Glen Christopher Robert Staples Laura Eli:abeth Stewart Laura Jane Stiltner Hannah Kaylen Surface Karlana Grace Valladares Sarin;i Jewell Vm1ee Courtney Leann Wallace Kathryn Eli:abcth Watts Kendra Brooke Webb Autumn Eileen White S;ivannah Erin White Kelly Leigh Yost Bachelor of Science Eli:abeth Kathleen Adams Amanda Keely Adkins Emily Nicole Adkins Tizita Amensisa Adugna Brittney Nicole Ashworth Hantrnh Danielle Bailey Melissa Sue BairJ Elizabeth Ann Bergman Jennifer Michelle Black Shawnette Renee Blatt Kimberly Ann Bowens Farrah Lynn Boyd Jared Emmitt Bradley Anna M;irie Rranch Christopher Ray Brent Savannah Grace Brewer Amanda Michelle Bright Victoria Rose Brine Catherine M<1rgaret Bryan Samantha N. Burdette Calvin A. Burks Patrick Lee Burnett Allyson Paige Campton Zachery Dillon Carden 
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- 28 Tramell Divine Carey Mariana Castro Cassia lvoric Charman Mindy Suzanne Childers Kailee Nicole Christian Michaela Nicole Christman Jillian Kaye Clemens Stephanie Nicole Clevenger Kerry Erin Coats Taneisha Marie Collins Kaylee Morgan Cross Jacob A. Crouch Matthew Wall Cruse Rrirtany Michelle Cunningham Jordyn Lee Davis Emilee Grace Dearing Kayla Danielle Dickson Karee Jo Diem Aaron Lee Dopson Morgan Dannielle Downs Macey Tana Driver Samantha Jo Duffey Mallory icole Estel Abigail Geneva Estrada Hailey Nicole Evans Bailey Quinn Fullen Allison Paige Gergely Sana Faisal Ghori Cody Dalton Goins Mallory Katherine Goodman Kamaryn Mackenzie Gose Daniel Edward Green Jerriann Green Mykacla Allen Handschumacher Courtney Taylor Hanket Michael Scott Hardin Breanna Renee Hargrove Dauna YeVette Harris Broob Makayla Jade Harris Allen Preston Hedge, Jr. Haley Elizabeth Hemsworth Elisabeth Ann Hendrick Hannah Diane Henson Gregory Ray Herbert Meredith Mnrgan Howell Brittany Lynn Jack Abigail Jeffrey Jawan Machunu Jones Savanm1h Brooke Jones Mekedes W. Kahato Nathan Riley Keefe Matthew David Kelley Sierra Danielle Kelley Colin Keith Kelly Cammi Leigh Kerby Sydney Elizabeth Kesling Hayla Krayem Habiba T. Lako Margaret Elaine Lavender Emily Suzanne Laverty Jayne Frances Lawman Israel Lazaro-Rivera Alaina Clair Leadman Elizabeth Rose Leffingwell Isaiah Shane Leonard Kayce Ryann Lester Jeremy D::i'rell Lloyd orman Lastarza Loving, Jr. Travis Scorr Lutz Samantha Eli:abeth Machir Elena R. Marchand Callie Lynn Marcum Kylie Marshall Taylor Kathleen Martin Breanna Nichole McCann Brandy M. McNeely Marlee Claire McPherson Kendra Morg,111 Mead Alexis Rae Meadows Sarah Katherine Mestrovic Hannah Beth Milam Ashley Nicole Miller Nicholas David Miller Marissa Kai Miluk Mackenzie Ellen Mitchell Matthew T. Montgomery Jacob Allen Morgan McKenzie Rae Morgan Michael Todd Mos, Jordan Enrique Moya Julianna Summer Music Amber Marie 1eal Lindsay Rae Nibert Bailey Avelea Nida Maria Paula Ovalle Chloe Alexis Papa Mandy N. Parsons Maleah Symone Penn Kelsey Danielle Peters Seth Jordan Pettry Laura Ann Petty Samantha Lynn Poll'ers Cha,e Nelson Preston Hannah Jo Pytlak Valerie Lynn Randolph Angela Dora Relihan Kasey Taber Rhodes Trevor Tayvon Richard,-Baines Christina Nichole Sage Ri::ie Kylie Michelle Robbins Jonathan Adam Rus�ell Ke,·in Michael Sansom Abigail Irene Saxton Kacy Schoolcraft Chasity Dawn Senn Kali Madison Scott Hannah Eli:aheth Searls Alicia Bethany Don Shaffer Michelle Sheen Kelsey Lynn Shiflet Joshua J. Shriver Diamond Sierra Sinclair Rachael Marie Spainhour Jeremiah Kenneth Spears Precious Aubriana , tephens Taylor Madison Stewart Riley Owen Srnredahl Hayden Dee Sturgell Kristine Sullivan Andrea Paige T,1cketr Christopher George Taibi Jessi Nicole Hess Tawney Hanna Mitchell Taylor Raekwon Antoine Timmons Allison Dawn Toler Savannah Renee Tucker Ti Reon L. Tyler Tianna Rose Venable Elina Sofia Petersdotter Vrijenhoek Prisuave Olga Walker Sara Lanea Walker Caroline Elizabeth Wanner Lauren Elizabeth Washington Hanna Jo Watson Samantha Jean White Alexa Mackenzi Whitt Savannah Pat Wiley Olivia Lynn Withrow Jessica Marie Wolford Anna Eli:abeth Woomer Jasmine Racquel Wright Wen Xin Yeow Jessica Beth Yurkovich Bachelor of Social Work Yeini Stephania Fonseca Tovar Amanda Renee' Fraley S<1die Kathleen Griffith Rita Renae Kirk David Paul Maynard Ciera J. Penick Mackenzie Elizabeth Wright 
Associate in Science in Nursing 
Barrie A. AJkins 
McKenzie Jo Akers 
Jordan El izabech Austin 
Alyssa Jean Balko 
Taylor Brooke Bane 
Tarra Adrianna Barnerr 
Taylor Morgan Bartram 
Savannah Paige Beckett 
MaJcline Mac Bell 
Kasey Renee Blackburn 
Michael Alexander Bradley 
Kym Whirley Burgess 
Laiken Su:annc Call 
Megan Danielle Casco 
Dylan Mitcheal Conerly 
Marinda Lynn Craiger 
Shanice Antoinette Crenshaw 
Cody James Croasmun 
Donald Eugene Crouch, Ill 
Stephanie Nicole Daw on 
Amber Carlee Diehl 
Emily Grace Elkin 
Marshall Davi Fink 
Sarah Kathryn Gnrcia 
Andrea Nichole Harris 
Alexandra He1rley 
Melissa Beth Hinkle 
Jessica Maire Hogsecr 
Sarena B. Johnson 
Hannah Gabrielle Krichbaum 
Brittany Rae Lamphier 
Lauren Catherine Lanier 
Bailey Rene Legg 
Taylor Bryanne Love 
Shannon Nicole Manchester 
Gabrielle McKenzi Maynard 
Hannah Brooke MeaJe 
Hope Elizabeth Meadows 
Keegan William Mickey 
Shenna Ray Miller 
Shannon Maura Neale 
Caroline Olivia Nease 
Carly, uzanne Nichols 
Rachael Elizabeth Norman 
Taylor Paige Owen 
Anthony David Pinkerton 
Breanna Jean Rhode� 
Kyra Nichole Riffle 
Paige Laci Rollins 
Jennifer Abigail Ryan 
Steven Tyler Sarver 
Victoria Lynne Schafsnitz 
Kaleigh Marie Shank 
Corey Dance' Taylor 
Tessa Brooklyn T hompson 
Tiffany Lou Thompson 
Prisuave Mar'Micka Walker 
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College of Information Technology 
and Engineering 
CanJidare, pre. ented hy Wael Zatar, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 2019 
Bachelor of Science 
Mckenzie Taylor Ball 
David Wayne Burke 
Brandon Michael Duke 
Jacoh Neal Finton 
Daniel Wayne Freeman 
Bryan Austin Gro\'!:s 
John David Harhaway 
Johnathan Dcn·id Holland 
JareJ Lee Lewis 
Austin S. May 
Jason Daniel Meam 
Cody Scott ocl 
Bachelor of Science in Engineering 
BranJon Michael AJams 
Michael Scott Ashworth 
Daniel Dewain Craigo 
Zachery James Cumm 
Leo Obrima Durre, Ill 
Colton Reed Farley 
Tabitha Fay Farley 
Johnathan Levi Filsinger 
Justin Kyle Fox 
Cody Russell Hamm 
Kole Fosler Hopwood 
Charles Alexander Kayuha 
Shayne Wesley Limbey 
Levi Ausrin Masrers 
Julius Alexander McCracken 
Noah Austin Morgan 
Natasha Mischan Napier 
Andrea Lea Pape,h 
Lincoln Fisher Patton 
Grnnr Alexander Riddle 
Brody McPherson Shepherd 
Patrick Samuel Shinn 
Charles Samuel Stearns 
Claire Bay Wallace 
William Craig Rankin 
Brooke Alicia Rumbaugh 
John Louis Skaggs 
Thomas Gary Keith Smith 
Samuel Pmrick Timmons 
Ashtyn Makenna WeJge 
Amy Lynn Willis 
Sarah Alexandria Wilson 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
Travis Barker 
Megan Eli:abcth Bates 
Alexander Gregory Bush 
Brad Gilkison 
Trenton Duane Spears 
Tyler David Vernick 
Jonathan DaviJ Warner 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Derek J athaniel Batti,e 
Quentin Charles Bradford Buckley 
Evan James Butcher 
Logan John Foster 
Christopher W. Gouldsberry 
Mar4uis Jonathon Harris 
Trenton Rodrick I loward 
Austin Tyler Ray 
Chaise Dylan Richter 
Dakow Lee Studer 
Sean Luke Timberlake 
Patrick R. Warf 
Hunter Alexander Waugaman 
Benjamin David Weible 
Kane Alexander West 
Rohen Blakeney Wilmink 
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Vijy Kishi Seedan Leadership Studies 
Adam Keirh Shaffer Special Education 
Andrew Donald Shamhlin Leadership Swdies 
Carissa A., mirh Counseling 
Sarah Marie Smith Counseling 
Ashley Lynn Somerville Counseling 
Matthew Kenned, Spmks 
Education 
Megan K. , teele English 
Stevie Lee Steers Engbh 
Ginny Anne Srevens Education 
Christina Yvonne Srradwick Mathematics 
Ann Marie Sumpter Counseling 
Manhew David Sydnor Special Education 
Don81d Andrew Thomas Leadmhip Studies 
Jacob Michael Thomas 
HisU>r)' 
Rebecca Ann Thomas Counseling 
Mary Eli�aheth Thompson Literacy Education 
Rachel Amy Torrence Special Ed11carion 
Richard Alexander Vaynshteyn Leadership Studies 
Kri,tin N icholc Walrer LeadershiJJ Studies 
Yi Wang English Yunan Wang Mathematics Ashley Nicole White Education Joshua Allan White Music Maya Amy Williams English Bethi!ny Nicole Wood, English Jennifer Lynn Wooten Leadership Studies Marita Anne Wooten LireraC)' Education Master of Business Administration Alena Dale Adkins Jena Chambarlis Matilda Ewure,i Derby Nathaniel Charles Devers David Dyer Hannah Danielle Edgar Kittipote Khemtong Dachen Li Jennifer Marie Mam Pearce Ehren McDonald Sracy Renee McGhee Zachary Ju,tin McLain Cory Tyler Merh;:ix Tave Jared Parker Rajat Pankajkumar Patel Aaron Derrick Plantt oah Ryan Porter Lindsey Anne Robertson Rhys Rogers Haya S,rnkar Brandon S. Settles Sasikarn Sornsong Oliver James Sutherin Evan Mich;:iel Thompson Huy Quang Tran Sarakorn Trirnrtarnrnuwong Bingying Wang Heather Ashlee Wilcoxen Master of Public Administration Nikolai Lederer John Dec Mayn;ird Chad Marshall Minnick Peyton Riddick Master of Public Health Abdalla Lawag Master of Science in Engineering Ruchik Kirtikumar Baror Transportation and lnfras1ructure Engineering Muhammad lrta:a Cheema En!;ineering Managemenc Erh;rn A. Collins Engineering Mcmagcmenr Praharsha Dandamudi Engineering Managemcnc Guilhermc de Oliveira Perry S;:intana Transportation and lnfras1rncture Engineering Shuangyu Guo Transportation and lnfra.m-ucture E n/;i neering Abdul Hamid lnusah Em >ironmental En!;inecringHamzah J..ilil Engineering Management Waleed Ahmed Jokhio Engineering Mcmagemen1 Harsh Snehalbhai Patel Transportation and lnfrasm1ccure En1;ineering Krushalkumar Narcndrnbhai Patel Transportation and lnfrascrnccure Engineering Mayankkumar Bhanupras;:id P,itel Engineering Management Rohan Jaisingh Patkar En!;ineering Management Zachary Thompson Enl'iromnenra1 Engineering Aishwarya Ramkrishna Wagh 
En!;ineering Management 
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